Deputy Sheriff Pat Weck (second from left) of Waverly county, Wis., aids rescue workers after a Milwaukee Fox pedestrian train car and a carrying two women and five children collided at a grade crossing. Wire service reports the nation's holiday traffic death toll soared to a record high of 417. Previous high was set in 1962. Eighteen persons lost their lives on Wisconsin roads, below normal for the state.

INCREASE BENEFITS
House Committee Votes New Social Security Bill

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House Ways and Means Committee voted Wednesday for new social security benefits for women aged 62-66 and disabled workers over 50. The bill is aimed at the growing number of women entering the labor force, Women are generally decided to enter the labor force, and upon entering, they generally take less extensive benefits.

Organ Recital Opening Event of Workshop

The organ recital opening event of the workshop will be held at Michigan State University's Downtown Campus. The workshop will feature a lecture by organist Dr. William Merker, internationally acclaimed organist, and a special event including a demonstration of the organ in action.

Help U stated

The State News is a need for a photographer and reporter, and the daily may be obtained free of charge to members of the Michigan State University. The daily may be obtained free of charge to members of the University who are enrolled in the course of study.

Crops and Soils Field Day Tour Hosts Farmers

The Michigan State University will host a crops and soils field day tour on the morning of the next day. The tour will include a visit to a local farm, followed by a lunch at a local restaurant.

Movie Series Presents 'Melba'

The story of the opera singer will be featured in the Michigan State University's Film Series. The screening will be held at the local cinema, followed by a Q&A session with the director.

Student Directory On Sale Today

The student directory is available for purchase at the Michigan State University bookstore. The directory contains information on the campus, including maps, facilities, and contact information.

Rural Leaders' School To Meet at MSU July 12-12

The sixth annual Rural Leaders' School will be held at West State University, from July 12-12. This program is designed to prepare rural leaders, lay leaders, and others with a vital interest in the rural church.

Bundle of Books Beats Batch of Bricks

More books than bricks to the new library. This question has been asked throughout the country, but there is no easy answer. Books are far more expensive than bricks, and the cost of labor and materials is prohibitive in rural areas.

One Million to 95,000 in New Library

The new library building will be able to hold one million books. The library was able to secure a grant from the state government to construct the new facility.

Michigan Judicial Reform

Far Off Says Dethmers

JUROR LAUDS
One Man Grand Jury

Panel Agrees On Lawyer Juries

In Michigan's judicial system, there will be many more, Judge A. Dethmers, state supreme court justice, indicated Tuesday at the third annual meeting of the National Conference of State Court Judges, in Detroit. "The people have the right to have a grand jury in every county," Judge Dethmers said.

Dear Lloyd C. Emmo (standing) examines one of the documents found in the basement of the old United States District Building. According to the man (from left to right) James J. McKee, George W. W. and Fred. Madison Kahn.

Page of MAC Past

1890 Cornerstone Yields 4 Documents

Grad Student Seriously Hurt in Explosion

Grad student was seriously injured in an explosion at the University of Michigan. He was working in a small laboratory when an explosion occurred.

The building was originally constructed for the use of the students and was later converted into a laboratory for the use of the students. The building was located on the campus of the University.

The building was heavily damaged by the explosion. The explosion occurred as a result of the use of a dangerous chemical.

According to reports from the campus hospital, the student is in critical condition and will require medical attention.

There have been approximately 500 injuries and 10 fatalities on the campus of the University. The investigation is ongoing, and the cause of the explosion is being determined.

Grad student of architectural design has been injured in a building explosion. The student was working in a laboratory when the explosion occurred.

Rural Leaders' School To Meet at MSU July 12-12

The sixth annual Rural Leaders' School will be held at West State University, from July 12-12. This program is designed to prepare rural leaders, lay leaders, and others with a vital interest in the rural church.

The school will focus on the rural church and its role in the community. The program will include workshops, lectures, and leadership training.

The school is open to all interested individuals, regardless of age or background. The program will be held from July 12-12, with registration beginning on June 12.

For more information, contact the Rural Leaders' School, 123 Main Street, West State University, 1234567890.
Jejuite Delinquency
Exploits of Few Hurt Majority

Many words have been written and spoken concerning the national problem of juvenile delinquency. The daily reports of New York City authorities, the innumerable case histories, the literature on the subject, the daily headlines in the newspapers, and the constant references to the Juvenile Court and the Juvenile Court Clinic have created an awareness that the problem exists. However, there is a need for more information about the problem, and it is essential that the public be made aware of the facts as they exist today.

Juvenile delinquency is but one part of the problem of youth. The problem is much more complex, and it is essential that the public be made aware of the facts as they exist today. The public must be made aware of the facts as they exist today.
In First Heavyweight Test
Paterson KO’s McBride in 7th
Floyd Paterson, in his first heavyweight bout, knocked out Archie McBride in 1 minute of the seventh round on a closed circuit at Madison Square Garden Wednesday night.

McBride, of Paterson, N.J., who knocked out Charlie Fox in the sixth round at the Garden this past February, was being shown to the patrons at the Garden Wednesday night. The bout was billed as a “heavyweight championship” contest.

Paterson opened on McBride in the fifth and following round the fast-moving Provine knocked the Nevada boxer down for a new count.

Then in the seventh Paterson took full charge and ended the much-hyped McBride down for a new count.

Still not recovered from Paterson’s attacks, the Tremont boxer was again knocked down in the seventh round. McBride was down for count and Paterson knocked him out in the eighth.

McBride, of Paterson, had knocked out Charlie Fox in the sixth round at the Garden this past February, was being shown to the patrons at the Garden Wednesday night. The bout was billed as a “heavyweight championship” contest.
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TO OUR MIDSUMMER FASHION CLEARANCE BEGINNING TODAY AT 12:00 A.M.  

Money-Saving Reductions in Every Department!  

Summer Fashion Favorites at a Fraction of Original Prices!  

COATS..SUITS..DRESSES..SHOES..SKIRTS..BLOUSES..KNIT DRESSES..SPORTSWEAR SEPARATES..LINGERIE..ROBES..MILLINERY..HANDBAGS..JEWELRY..HOSE..GLOVES..BELTS..APPAREL FOR BOYS, GIRLS, INFANTS..CHILDREN'S SHOES.